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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CENTER
BRIGHAM YOUNG

university

religious studies center
established in 1975 by BYU religious education dean jeffrey R holland the religious studies center RSC is the research arm of
religious education at brigham young university since its inception
it has provided funding for numerous projects including conferences
books and articles relating to latterday
latter day saint culture history scripture and doctrine the RSC endeavors to use its resources to first
facilitate excellence in teaching the gospel of jesus christ second
encourage research and publication that contribute to the mission of
the university and its sponsoring institution the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints and third promote study and understanding of other cultures and religions

research and publication

one of the primary

aspects of the RSCs mission is to promote the
well known
search for new truths and the quest to better understand wellknown
truths the ultimate interpretation of doctrinal matters rests with the

first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles therefore

we seek to discover historical background provide cultural and linguistic details and explore new avenues of understanding into our
faith history and way of life thus research into scripture church
history and religious matters in general is an important part of what
the full
time religious education faculty do because BYU is primarily
fulltime
a teaching institution we recognize as our major thrust the classroom
experience we seek however to expand our classroom through the
writing and publication of our research

the

RSC helps fund several meaningful projects each year and pub
lishes books articles a newsletter and the religious educator in
helping to promote and disseminate latterday
latter day saint research and
thought these publications enhance the libraries of latterday
latter day saint
readers and others who take an interest in the history or culture of the
latter day saints
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an invitation to join with Us
RSC research and publication projects are sustained by university funding and by financial donations from friends who want to encourage the
kind of quality work the RSC does we are thankful for the generosity
of those who support our efforts to bring the best scholarship to light
if you would like to become a donor to the RSC to help its mission
please contact the RSC at 370 JSB BYU provo UT 84602

studies center restricts its publications to items that fit
within the scholarly range of the curriculum and mission of religious
education it produces materials that are well written rigorous and
original and that reflect the doctrine the history the teachings of the
living prophets and the standard works of the restoration it seeks
works that meet academic needs or fill a niche in the area of faithful
scholarship it welcomes all materials that fit within these parameters

the religious

recent RSC publications
nauvoo temple A story of faith
don F colvin 2002
mormons and muslims spiritual foundations and modern

ad ed
manifestations 2d
edited by spencer J palmer with new material by arnold H green
and daniel C peterson 2002

new releases
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things of redeeming worth
scriptural messages and world
judgments H curtis wright
2002
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jesus christ son of god savior
edited by paul H peterson gary
atch
ltch and laura D card 2002
L hatch

A latterday
readings from the
latter day saint compass introductory readingsfrom
mormonism
encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
edited by john W welch 2002
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cormons
Mormons
modern perspectives on nauvoo and the mormons
term residents
interviews with long
longterm
compiled by larry E dahl and don norton 2002

forthcoming releases
welsh missionary publications
falth early weigh
defending the faith
translated and edited by ronald D dennis 2003

history of latterday
latter day saint meeting places
richard W jackson 2003
joseph smiths new
edited by scott

matthews 2003

translation of the bible original manuscripts
nent
ent P jackson and robert J
H faulring K
kent

